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We review recent artificial language learning studies, especially those following
Endress and Bonatti (2007), suggesting that humans can deploy a variety of learning
mechanisms to acquire artificial languages. Several experiments provide evidence for
multiple learning mechanisms that can be deployed in fluent speech: one mechanism
encodes the positions of syllables within words and can be used to extract gener-
alization, while the other registers co-occurrence statistics of syllables and can be
used to break a continuum into its components. We review dissociations between
these mechanisms and their potential role in language acquisition. We then turn
to recent criticisms of the multiple mechanisms hypothesis and show that they are
inconsistent with the available data. Our results suggest that artificial and natural
language learning is best understood by dissecting the underlying specialized learning
abilities, and that these data provide a rare opportunity to link important language
phenomena to basic psychological mechanisms.

Introduction

Language acquisition requires a host of complex abil-
ities that do not seem to be used in other domains
(Lenneberg, 1967). Some of these abilities might re-
quire highly specialized and domain-specific mecha-
nisms, while others might rely on more generic mech-
anisms such as statistical learning. Here, we review
artificial grammar learning studies that have revealed
dissociations between a variety of learning mechanisms,
focusing on those experiments following Peña, Bonatti,
Nespor, and Mehler (2002) and Endress and Bonatti
(2007) because they present a relatively well worked out
case of the kinds of information different learning mecha-
nisms extract from speech, the underlying psychological
mechanisms, as well as their role in the complex gram-
mars of natural languages. We will then focus on some
recent theoretical and computational proposals to ac-
count for these data without resorting to multiple mech-
anisms (Aslin & Newport, 2012; Laakso & Calvo, 2011;
Perruchet, Tyler, Galland, & Peereman, 2004). We will
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explore how far they can succeed, and ultimately argue
that they are not compatible with important aspects of
the available evidence.

The specificity of artificial language learning

Language acquisition is a complex learning problem.
We have only a limited understanding of the input in-
fants face, which aspects of this input they can process,
the mechanisms they use to process the input, and even
the end state of a mature representation of one’s na-
tive language. To abstract away from the complexities
of natural languages, several researchers devised highly
simplified artificial languages that mirror key character-
istics of natural languages, but that allow investigators
to monitor the processes of language acquisition in the
laboratory.

By far the most influential artificial language studies
concern the question of how words are extracted from
fluent speech. To acquire words, infants need to know
where they start and where they end, even though fluent
speech does not contain the equivalent of white space in
written language. It has long been assumed that there
are no language-universal speech cues to word bound-
aries (but see Brentari, González, Seidl, & Wilbur, 2011;
Endress & Hauser, 2010; Pilon, 1981). However, in a
series of seminal demonstrations, Saffran and collabo-
rators showed that even young infants are sensitive to
distributional cues to word boundaries (Aslin, Saffran,
& Newport, 1998; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Saf-
fran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), and suggested that in-
fants might learn words from fluent speech by tracking
transitional probabilities (TPs) among syllables. The
underlying intuition is that syllables that are part of the
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same word are more likely to occur together than sylla-
bles that are part of different words (Aslin et al., 1998;
Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Saffran, Aslin, & New-
port, 1996; see Batchelder, 2002; Brent & Cartwright,
1996; Perruchet & Vinter, 1998; Swingley, 2005, for
related models implementing similar ideas). By now,
there is overwhelming evidence that human infants and
other animals can track TPs in speech and other stim-
uli (e.g., Aslin et al., 1998; Creel, Newport, & Aslin,
2004; Endress, 2010; Hauser, Newport, & Aslin, 2001;
Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Saffran, Aslin, & New-
port, 1996; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999;
Saffran & Griepentrog, 2001; Toro & Trobalón, 2005)
and, consequently, a near-universal consensus that in-
fants can use TPs to extract words from fluent speech
(although it is not clear how exactly TPs are used; see
Endress & Langus, under revieww; Endress & Mehler,
2009b; Marchetto & Bonatti, 2015; Yang, 2004).

However, infants do not have to learn just the words
of their native language. They also have to acquire its
grammar. In the wake of these demonstration of the
impressive statistical learning abilities in humans and
other animals, different authors suggested that the very
same abilities might also be used to learn much more
abstract, grammatical features of language (e.g., Aslin
& Newport, 2012; Bates & Elman, 1996; Elman et al.,
1996; Saffran, 2001; Saffran & Wilson, 2003; Seiden-
berg, 1997), potentially showing that much of the in-
nate and human-specific computational machinery pre-
viously supposed to be necessary for language acqui-
sition (e.g., Lenneberg, 1967; Chomsky, 1975; Mehler
& Dupoux, 1990) might be unnecessary. Considerable
debates followed, trying to assess whether the statisti-
cal mechanisms that might be used to learn words from
fluent speech might also be used for learning grammar
(e.g., Bates & Elman, 1996; Elman et al., 1996; McClel-
land & Patterson, 2002; Saffran, 2001; Saffran & Wil-
son, 2003; Seidenberg, 1997; Seidenberg & Elman, 1999)
or whether words and rules are learned using different
mechanisms (e.g., Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Marcus, Vi-
jayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999; Marcus, 1998; Pinker,
1999; Pinker & Prince, 1988; Pinker & Ullman, 2002;
Peña et al., 2002; Endress & Bonatti, 2007), possibly
relying on different cues contained in the input (Bonatti,
Peña, Nespor, & Mehler, 2005; Toro, Bonatti, Nespor, &
Mehler, 2008; Toro, Shukla, Nespor, & Endress, 2008).

Against this background, Peña et al. (2002) provided
a case where both word-learning and rule-learning could
be observed simultaneously, and seemed to obey differ-
ent constraints. (Here, we use rule-learning as a short-
hand for the generalizations we will describe below,
where will also discuss the specific underlying mecha-
nisms.) These authors showed that, when human adults
exposed to a sequence of trisyllabic “words,” they can
track TPs between non-adjacent syllables in a speech
stream.1 However, participants could not use these
abilities for extracting certain rule-like “generalizations”
within the words. These generalizations required addi-

tional cues, that could be as subtle as separating words
by silence of just 25 ms. According to Peña et al.
(2002), these silences may have provided segmentation
cues, probably adding to the stream a minimal form
of prosody, that allowed them to capture the general-
izations hidden in the speech stream. Once even mini-
mally exposed to such subliminally segmented streams,
participants could extract generalizations that escaped
them after listening to the same syllable sequences, but
deprived of segmentation indexes. These data, as well as
Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) and Endress and Mehler’s
(2009a) results later on, provided an important case
suggesting that certain simple grammar-like regulari-
ties could not be learned based on general statistical
mechanisms alone, but rather required different special-
ized mechanisms, a conclusion that Endress and Bonatti
(2007) dubbed the MOM (More than One Mechanisms)
hypothesis: A statistical mechanisms might track TPs
among adjacent and non-adjacent syllables, irrespec-
tive of whether silences are inserted between the words.
When short silences are inserted between words, or other
(prosodic) markers are given, a second mechanism al-
lows participants to extract simple rule-like generaliza-
tions involving syllables that occur word-initially and
word-finally, respectively, as if participants had learned
a set of legal prefixes and a set of legal suffixes. This con-
clusion is reminiscent of Pinker’s (1991, 1999) venerable
proposal that mastery of words and rules in natural lan-
guages requires representations of a different nature; in
our case, however, the use of artificial languages makes
it easier to dissect the inner workings of the different
mechanisms involved in extracting such representations,
although it is still not clear to what extent artificial
words and rules map onto actual words and rules in
natural languages.

In the following, we will refer to these mechanisms as
the statistical mechanisms and as the rule mechanism,
respectively. Crucially, however, we do not rule out that
each of these mechanisms might turn out to be composed
of a collection of independent sub-mechanisms. In fact,
we believe that it is most likely the case. Further, we do
not claim that these two (collections of) mechanisms are
the only mechanisms involved in language acquisition.
Rather, we assume that language acquisition requires
a multitude of mechanisms, of which these two might
be a part; here, we focus on two specific mechanisms
involved in the experiments reviewed below (see discus-
sion). Here, we use these terms simply as short-hands
for the mechanisms underlying performance with differ-

1 Whilst Peña et al.’s (2002) conclusion that participants
can track TPs between non-adjacent syllables has been ini-
tially challenged (Newport & Aslin, 2004; Onnis, Monaghan,
Richmond, & Chater, 2005; Perruchet et al., 2004), it is
now fairly accepted that participants are sensitive to such
TPs also when various potential confounds are controlled
for (Peña et al., 2002; Endress & Bonatti, 2007; Endress &
Mehler, 2009a; Endress & Wood, 2011; Onnis et al., 2005).
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ent types of test items, without prejudging their number
or properties.

Unsurprisingly, the MOM hypothesis came under
critical scrutiny. Two recent lines of criticisms are of
particular importance. According to one of these lines
of arguments, one single statistical mechanism might be
sufficient to both explain word- and rule-learning once
the “saliency” of certain representations is taken into
account (Aslin & Newport, 2012). A second line ar-
gues on computational grounds that a Simple Recurrent
Network (hereafter SRN) can reproduce the results pre-
sented in Endress and Bonatti (2007), allegedly showing
that both rule- and word-learning can be accomplished
by one single general-purpose mechanism (e.g., Laakso
& Calvo, 2011).

We first review the evidence that led to the conclu-
sion that different mechanisms are used to extract cer-
tain rule-like regularities in fluent speech and to track
the statistical syllable distribution. Following this, we
will show that Aslin and Newport’s (2012)“saliency”hy-
pothesis is insufficient to account for the data. We will
then focus on one worked-out single-mechanism model
(Laakso & Calvo, 2011), showing that it is contradicted
by existing data and is incompatible with a series of
well established psychological facts. We will conclude
by exploring hypotheses on how the two mechanisms
can be grounded in basic psychological mechanisms, and
suggest that this line of investigation has the potential
to link basic psychological processes to basic linguistic
phenomena.

A test case for word and
rule-learning

An overview of the MOM hypothesis

In Peña et al.’s (2002) and Endress and Bonatti’s
(2007) experiments, participants were familiarized with
speech streams composed of trisyllabic words. The first
and the last syllable of each word came from three possi-
ble“frames”while three different syllables could occur in
the middle position. That is, words had the form AiXkCi,
where three Ai Ci frames were combined with three Xk
middle syllables, yielding a total of nine words. In some
experiments, the familiarization stream was continuous,
with no silences between words; in other experiments,
words were separated by 25 ms silences. Results showed
that participants learned the TPs among syllables both
with continuous and segmented familiarization streams.
However, they learned that A syllables had to occur
word-initially and C syllables word-finally only when
segmentation cues were given.

These issues were tested using three critical types of
test items among which participants had to choose after
familiarization: “class-words,” “part-words” and “rule-
words.” Class-words had the structure AiX′C j. That
is, their initial and final syllables had occurred in these
positions during familiarization, but never in the same

word because they came from different frames. In con-
trast, their middle syllables had never occurred in the
middle position during familiarization, but were A or
C syllables. In other words, class-words had “correct”
initial and final syllables, but had never occurred in the
familiarization stream and had TPs of zero between all
syllables.

Part-words had occurred in the speech streams, but
straddled a word-boundary. That is, such words had
either the structure CiA jX, taking the last syllable from
one word and the first two syllables from the next word,
or the structure XCiA j, taking the last two syllables from
one word and the first syllable of the next words. Hence,
part-words had occurred in the speech stream and had,
therefore, positive TPs between their syllables, but they
had “incorrect” initial and final syllables, and, therefore,
incorrect “affixes.”

Rule-words were like class-words, except that the first
and the last syllable came from the same frame, yielding
the structure AiX′Ci; hence, they had “correct” initial
and final syllables, and TPs of 1.0 between their first
and their last syllable.

Given these items, it is possible to test whether par-
ticipants track TPs among syllables, and whether, when
segmentation cues are given, they simultaneously track
the syllables at the word-edges (i.e., in the first and the
last position). To test whether participants are sensitive
to TPs between non-adjacent items, Peña et al. (2002)
asked them to choose between words and part-words
after exposure to a continuous stream. Because both
items had similar TPs among adjacent syllables, but dif-
ferent TPs among non-adjacent syllables, a preference
for words over part-words would suggest that partici-
pants tracked relations between nonadjacent syllables.
After 10 min exposure, participants succeeded in the
task. Further confirmation comes from experiments by
Endress and Bonatti (2007) who asked participants to
choose between rule-words and class-words. Given that
rule-words and class-words are identical except that the
first and the last syllable comes from the same frame in
rule-words but not in class-words, participants should
prefer rule-words to class-words if they had learned this
statistical dependency between the first and the last syl-
lable. Results showed that they did so both after con-
tinuous and after segmented familiarizations, suggesting
that they could track TPs among syllables irrespectively
of the presence of segmentation markers.

To test whether participants are sensitive to struc-
tural information in the speech stream, and whether
they can learn “legal” prefix and suffix syllables, respec-
tively, Endress and Bonatti (2007) asked them to choose
between class-words and part-words. If they choose
class-words, they must have learned the “legal” initial
and final syllables; after all, the initial and final syl-
lables are the only feature that class-words share with
what participants had heard during the familiarization
stream. In contrast, part-words have occurred during
the familiarization and have, therefore, non-zero TPs.
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Results showed that participants preferred class-words
to part-words only when familiarized with a segmented
stream, but not when familiarized with a continuous
stream, suggesting that the segmentation cues were re-
quired to track the syllables at word edges. Moreover,
Endress and Mehler (2009a) showed that participants
specifically track information about the edges of words
(i.e., their first and the last syllables) rather than arbi-
trary syllable positions. Using longer, five-syllable words
(as opposed to the tri-syllabic words used by Endress &
Bonatti, 2007), they showed that the generalizations are
available only when the crucial syllables are the first and
the last one (i.e., in words of the form AiXYZCi, where
Ai and Ci are the critical syllables), but not when the
crucial syllables are word-medial (i.e., in words of the
form XAiYCiZ).

These results generalize the findings by Peña et al.
(2002), who asked participants to choose between rule-
words and part-words, either after exposure to a con-
tinuous stream or to a segmented stream. Compared to
class-words, rule-words have TPs of 1.0 between their
first and their last syllable, in addition to having legal
initial and final syllables. Yet, participants preferred
rule-words to part-words only when exposed to a brief
segmented stream, and failed to do so after exposure to
a continuous stream. Furthermore, receiving more fa-
miliarization did not help: participants always failed to
find structural information when exposed to continuous
streams, and even preferred part-words to rule-words
after a 30 min familiarization.

Strikingly, also participants in Endress and Bonatti’s
(2007) experiments preferred class-words to part-words
after short, segmented familiarizations, but this prefer-
ence disappeared after 30 min of familiarization. More-
over, after a 60-min familiarization, participants even
preferred part-words to class-words, reversing their ini-
tial preference. Hence, the rule-like regularities are
available very quickly, whereas statistical information
appears to require time and exposure to consolidate.

The evidence for multiple learning mechanisms

Based on the results reviewed so far, Endress and
Bonatti (2007) and Endress and Mehler (2009a) sug-
gested that the rule-like generalizations and the statisti-
cal analysis of the speech stream relied on distinct mech-
anisms. Following up on these initial results, a variety
of further investigations supports this view.

First, Peña et al. (2002), Endress and Bonatti (2007)
and Endress and Mehler (2009a) showed that partici-
pants can track statistical regularities when exposed to
a continuous speech streams, while the generalizations
require segmentation cues. The fact that both kinds of
computations require different kinds of cues would be
unexpected if both relied on the same mechanism.

Second, the time course of both mechanisms seems to
be fundamentally different. After short familiarizations,
items conforming to the rule-like regularity are preferred

to items that do not conform to these generalizations but
that have stronger TPs; after very long familiarizations,
this pattern reverses.

Third, the generalizations in artificial language ex-
periments are observed predominantly when the crucial
syllables are at the edges of words, while TPs are tracked
fairly well when the critical syllables appear in word-
medial positions. However, it seems problematic to pos-
tulate that a single mechanism both fails in non-edge
positions (for generalizations), and succeeds in such po-
sitions (for TPs).

Fourth, the two mechanisms seem to have a differ-
ent developmental time course. For example, when 18-
months-old infants are exposed to artificial streams pat-
terned after Peña et al.’s (2002) stimuli, but containing
a conflict between statistical information and generaliza-
tions, they behave like adults. That is, when exposed
to a continuous speech stream, they can extract statis-
tically coherent items, but do not generalize structural
regularities. In contrast, when exposed to a segmented
speech stream, they generalize structural regularities,
and choose them over statistically coherent items, again
just like adults. Instead, 12-months-olds show a strik-
ingly different pattern. Like adults and 18-month-olds,
they can generalize structural generalizations when ex-
posed to a segmented speech stream. However, they
are unable to identify statistically coherent items when
exposed to a continuous stream, even if this stream
contains only minimal conflicts between statistical and
structural information (Marchetto & Bonatti, 2013).2

Hence, the ability to draw structural generalizations and
to extract statistical information (across non-adjacent
syllables) seem to arise at different ages, which seems
difficult to reconcile with the view that both abilities
rely on the same mechanism.

Fifth, the details of what the computations encode
when acquiring a rule or when computing TPs seem dif-
ferent. Specifically, TPs and the rule mechanism be-
have in qualitatively different ways under temporal re-
versal. This fact has been shown by Endress and Wood
(2011), who replicated Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) and
Endress and Mehler’s (2009a) results with movement
sequences (rather than speech material). Reproducing
earlier results by Turk-Browne and Scholl (2009), they
showed that participants are as good at discriminating
high-TP items from low-TP items when these are played
forward as when they are played backward. That is, if
ABC is a high-TP item and DEF is a low-TP item, par-
ticipants are as good if tested on ABC vs. DEF as when

2 These results do not contradict the view that infants
are sensitive to statistical information. While prior demon-
strations of statistical learning in infants used statistical re-
lations between adjacent syllables, Marchetto and Bonatti’s
(2013) experiments relied on statistical relations among non-
adjacent syllables, and such relations are likely to be more
difficult to track.
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tested on CBA vs. FED.3 In contrast, participants do
not retain positional information when the test items are
reversed, and never chose generalization items that are
played backwards. Hence, TPs and the rule mechanism
behave in qualitatively different ways under temporal
reversal.

Sixth, the two mechanisms seem to encode spatial
properties differently. Endress and Wood (2011) famil-
iarized participants with a sequence of movements per-
formed by an actor in frontal view. During test, how-
ever, the actor was rotated by 90o. While participants
retained some sensitivity to rule-like generalizations af-
ter the actor had been rotated, they failed to discrimi-
nate high-TP from low-TP items. In other words, TPs
and positional information appear to behave differently
under spatial rotation. This result can be explained if
these two mechanisms are independent, but it is harder
to explain if they rely on the same TP-based mechanism.

Seventh, the brain mechanisms underlying rule- and
word-extraction seem to be distinct. For example, us-
ing material closely patterned upon Peña et al.’s (2002),
different authors suggested that ERP differ according
to whether participants extract words or rules from
the same speech stream (de Diego Balaguer, Toro,
Rodriguez-Fornells, & Bachoud-Lévi, 2007; Mueller,
Bahlmann, & Friederici, 2008). The learning of statisti-
cal regularities appeared correlated with a central N400
component, whereas the extraction of structural infor-
mation was associated with an earlier P2 component
(see also Mueller et al., 2008). Further, using speech
streams similar to those used by Peña et al. (2002) ,
de Diego-Balaguer, Fuentemilla, and Rodriguez-Fornells
(2011) suggested that statistical learning and the ex-
traction of structural information are characterized by
different patterns of dynamical brain activity. Long-
range coherence between different regions of the scalp
was found in different frequency bands for learning the
statistical regularities and the structural regularities, re-
spectively.

Eighth, results from the word segmentation literature
also suggest that TP computations operate indepen-
dently of the mechanisms that presumably underlie the
generalizations, and are differentially accessible depend-
ing on the modality in which they are tested. Shukla,
Nespor, and Mehler (2007) auditorily presented partic-
ipants with “words” with high TPs that were either at
the edges of an intonational contour or straddled a con-
tour boundary. When tested with auditory test items,
participants sometimes even preferred foils to the high-
TP items that straddled the contour boundaries (see
their Experiment 6, and Shukla, 2006, for more data),
rejecting items straddling segmentation cues. At first
sight, these results seem to show that prosody overrides
TP computations. However, when participants were ex-
posed to the same auditory familiarization but tested
in the visual modality with written test items (rather
than with auditory items), participants preferred high-
TP items to the foils, reversing the preference Shukla et

al. (2007) observed with an auditory test phase.4

Shukla et al.’s (2007) results suggest two crucial con-
clusions. First, participants must have computed TPs
among syllables irrespective of whether the syllables
straddled a contour boundary; had they not, they could
not have preferred high-TP items in a visual test. Hence,
the TP computations appear independent of, and unaf-
fected by, the computations induced by boundary cues,
directly contradicting single-mechanisms models. Sec-
ond, a different mechanism must have led participants
to reject the high-TP items when tested on auditory
material and, as we will argue below, this mechanism
is likely the same mechanism that led participants to
generalize the structural regularities in the experiments
reviewed above. (While Shukla et al. (2007) explained
their results in terms of the alignment of words with
prosodic boundaries, we will show below that our inter-
pretation does not differ from theirs.)

In sum, beyond Peña et al.’s (2002) and Endress and
Bonatti’s (2007) initial results, there is considerable ev-
idence for dissociations between rule mechanisms and
statistical mechanisms. These dissociations relate to the
cues used by either mechanism, their respective time
courses of operation, the conditions under which they
break down, their respective sensitivity to temporal or-
der, their respective resilience to spatial rotation, their
ontogenetic development, their brain mechanisms, the
specificity of representations they create, and modality
differences regarding how items can recognized.

In spite of this evidence, the conclusion that inde-
pendent mechanisms might be at the root of these dis-
sociations has recently been questioned (e.g., Aslin &
Newport, 2012; Laakso & Calvo, 2011; Perruchet et al.,
2004). We will now critically examine these proposals,
using the evidence reviewed above as a yardstick to as-
sess the viability of such alternatives.

Current alternatives to the
MOM hypothesis

Chunking and generalizations

Perruchet et al. (2004) proposed that their PARSER
model (Perruchet & Vinter, 1998) provided a better ac-
count of some data, and notably of Peña et al.’s (2002)

3 While these results seem to suggest that TPs are not di-
rectional, Turk-Browne and Scholl (2009) also showed that
forward items can be discriminated from backward items,
that is, participants prefer ABC to CBA, suggesting that
TPs retain some directional information as well.

4 Shukla (2006) also showed that prosodic segmentation
cues are not just one of the cues over which TP-like co-
occurrence statistics can be computed. They controlled for
this possibility by asking whether participants would rec-
ognize test items that contained exactly the same prosodic
properties as during familiarization; results showed that they
did not. Shukla et al. (2007) also showed that the modality
of presentation counts.
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results. However, it is easy to see that their model
would be unable to account for any kind of generaliza-
tion. PARSER operates by recursively chunking units
from a speech stream. For example, if it encounters
A followed by B, it might create a unit AB. If, at a
later point, the unit AB is followed by C, a new unit
ABC might be created. Recurring units are strength-
ened, while spurious units are eliminated through decay
and interference. The fact that PARSER cannot ac-
count for generalizations can be proved. Assume that
PARSER creates a unit for a generalization item XYZ
that conforms to a regularity, but has not been encoun-
tered in the speech stream (e.g., a class-word of the form
AiX′C j). If PARSER accepts the item XYZ, then XY
must have been followed by Z, or X must have been
followed by YZ. In either case, the sequence XYZ would
be attested in the speech stream, which contradicts that
XYZ is a generalization item. Hence, PARSER cannot
accept class-word like generalizations. This proof by
contradiction shows that PARSER might or might not
account for word-segmentation results, but not for any
kind of generalization. As a result, we will not discuss
it further.

Saliency, statistics and the saliency of the avail-
able evidence

Aslin and Newport (2012) argue that a single learning
mechanism enhanced by some measure of the salience
of the stimuli can circumvent the difficulties faced by a
pure single mechanisms hypothesis. Indeed, Aslin and
Newport (2012) acknowledge that one single mechanism,
unaided by other factors, cannot account for many as-
pects of language acquisition. However, they argue, such
a mechanism would normally not operate on raw sensory
input. Instead, different parts of the input carry differ-
ent saliency, which, in turn, might provide a more struc-
tured input on which statistical processes can operate.
According to these authors, the saliency of a represen-
tation originates from diverse sources. In some cases,
it comes from Nature. In other cases, it may follow
from a small set of patterns shared by all languages of
the world. In still other cases, it can be modulated by
context: when Nature does not help, context can signal
that a pattern is relevant for either rule acquisition or
word acquisition.

Thus, the core idea of this theory is that, when stim-
ulus dimensions or other factors make one aspect of a
stimulus salient, learners will generalize to novel stim-
uli sharing these salient features by virtue of the same
statistical mechanism that, in the absence of saliency,
would account for word segmentation. For example,
when the computations apply to a monotonous sequence
of syllables, the mechanism will compute transitional
probabilities among syllables. When, instead, the input
to the statistical mechanism is composed of pre-analyzed
representations that attract the learner’s focus to some
stimulus features (e.g., salient edge syllables of words),

participants will accept novel stimuli that have the same
salient features, and, therefore, behave as if they had
formed generalizations. As a result, rule acquisition and
word segmentation “are in fact not distinct, but rather
are different outcomes of the same learning mechanism”
(p. 172).

We agree with Aslin and Newport (2012) that
saliency might play a crucial role in language process-
ing and acquisition, and some of us have argued that
the saliency is crucial to determine which rule can be
easily acquired (e.g., Endress, Scholl, & Mehler, 2005;
Endress, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Mehler, 2007). How-
ever, we do not believe that Aslin and Newport’s (2012)
“statistics+saliency” theory is sufficient to account for
the data presented above, let alone for language acqui-
sition.

Under one interpretation, the claim that some regu-
larities are more salient than others is simply a differ-
ent way to say that different regularities are learned by
different mechanisms, and that these mechanisms make
some regularities more salient than others. As such,
this hypothesis is consistent with the data, because all
applicable non-statistical mechanisms are simply sum-
marized under the label “saliency.” In fact, it is well
known that statistical computations over suitably rich
representations might have a powerful role in language
acquisition (e.g., Yang, 2010); however, simply labeling
such rich linguistic representations as “salient” does not
explain what makes them so rich and so salient.

Under another interpretation, however, the hypothe-
sis falls short of explaining many facts about language
acquisition, even if we restrict our analysis to the sim-
ple data on artificial language learning such as the data
reviewed above.

For example, there is substantial evidence that par-
ticipants extract words, but not rules, by preferentially
relying on consonants, and extract rules, but not words,
by preferentially relying on vowels (Bonatti et al., 2005;
Toro, Bonatti, et al., 2008; Toro, Shukla, et al., 2008). In
these experiments, the statistical relations among vowels
are identical to those among consonants. As a result,
a single mechanism account of these results would be
forced to postulating that this dissociation occurs be-
cause consonants are more salient for word-extraction
while vowels are more salient for rule-extraction, even
though word-extraction and rule-extraction supposedly
rely on the same mechanism. However, this solution
clearly begs the question of why the same mechanism
sometimes finds vowels more salient, and sometimes con-
sonants. One possibility is that the different behaviors
of vowels and consonants might be due to prior statis-
tical computations performed over the entire linguistic
input a speaker has received (see e.g. Keidel, Jenison,
Kluender, & Seidenberg, 2007, but see Bonatti, Peña,
Nespor, & Mehler, 2007; Toro, Shukla, et al., 2008, for
discussion). However, when one considers the available
evidence such an account becomes implausible. For ex-
ample, it fails to explain why vowels are particularly
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salient for rules and consonant for words, and not vice-
versa (Bonatti et al., 2007). Likewise, it fails to ex-
plain why differential roles of vowels or consonants have
also been found in lexical access during reading (New,
Araújo, & Nazzi, 2008), in word learning tasks with
two and three year-old children (Havy, Bertoncini, &
Nazzi, 2011; Nazzi, 2005) and even in prelinguistic in-
fants (Hochmann, Benavides-Varela, Nespor, & Mehler,
2011; Pons & Toro, 2010), and why the cerebral repre-
sentation associated with consonants and vowels are dis-
sociable (e.g., Caramazza, Chialant, Capasso, & Miceli,
2000; Carreiras & Price, 2008).

A second example is provided by Peña et al.’s (2002)
results. As mentioned above, these authors showed
that participants switch from TP computations to rule-
learning on the basis of subtle subliminal segmentation
cues present in a stream. A “statistics+saliency” hy-
pothesis could explain this result roughly in the follow-
ing way. Without segmentation cues, the (statistical)
mechanism simply computes TPs among syllables. In
contrast, when such cues are present, edge positions be-
come salient, and the statistical computations will be
influenced by the edges’ saliency, and preferentially op-
erate over those salient positions. However, it is not at
all clear that a statistical model enhanced by saliency in-
formation would end up learning structural information
from a stream. To see why this is the case, consider
what saliency means. Presumably, the representation
of a salient item is more conspicuous, such that it be-
comes more active. However, according to many models
of associative learning, associations between more ac-
tive items are stronger, because the weight changes are
proportional to the activation of the items entering the
associations.

In Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) experiments, the
items that become more salient due to the segmentation
cues are clearly the first and the last syllable in a word
(i.e., the A and the C syllable). Hence, both within-
word and between-word associations among these syl-
lables should be strengthened when segmentation cues
are given. In Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) crucial test
items, both A and C syllables occur, albeit from dif-
ferent frames. Part-words contain CA between-word
transitions; further, they contain transitions between
the salient syllables and the middle syllables from the
stream (i.e., part-words have the form XCA or CAX).
In contrast, in class-words, having the form AiX′C j, the
order of the salient syllables is reversed relative to famil-
iarization; that is, in a between-word transition between
C j and Ai, C j preceded Ai, while the opposite is the true
for class-words. Moreover, the salient syllables are more
distant in class-words than in the between-word transi-
tions.

Given this pattern of associations, one would expect
the preference for part-words over class-words to be
strengthened when segmentation cues are given; hence,
if the role of the segmentation cues were really to make
certain syllables more salient, participants should in-

crease their preference for part-words to class-words
when segmentation cues are given as opposed to when
familiarized with a continuous stream. In contrast to
this prediction, participants preferred class-words to
part-words with segmented familiarizations, but not
with continuous familiarizations, showing exactly the
opposite behavior. The role of the edges thus does not
seem to be to make syllables salient, but rather that
words have to be aligned with the edges which, in turn,
enables generalizations (see also Shukla et al., 2007).

Of course, much depends on the exact implementa-
tion of the “statistics+saliency” account, and on what
exactly is meant by saliency. Our point, however, is
that it is far from clear that adding saliency to statis-
tical computations helps a single-mechanism theory to
explain the data.

Simulating rule acquisition with a single statis-
tical mechanism

A key question for theories about mechanisms in-
volved in language acquisition is to assess to what extent
a single-mechanism, associative model can explain the
complex behavior of learners in both artificial and nat-
ural language acquisition settings. Endress and Bonatti
(2007) explored this question by examining a prominent
candidate single-mechanism model that has been widely
used in the study of language acquisition: a Simple Re-
current Network (SRN; Elman, 1990). Its basic idea is
that the network is trained to predict the next syllable
in the speech stream based on the previous syllable(s).

Endress and Bonatti (2007) tested a large number
of network parameters, as well as training conditions.
Their results clearly showed that the overall pattern of
the simulations was not compatible with the behavioral
data. However, they also found that, under very spe-
cific assumptions, the networks seemed to reproduce the
preference for class-words over part-words. The trouble
is, as Endress and Bonatti (2007) showed, that such
assumption are all problematic and sharply differ from
humans’ actual behavior , suggesting that, overall, a
single-mechanism account of the data was not psycho-
logically plausible.

In contrast, Laakso and Calvo (2011) presented a de-
tailed case in favor of a single-mechanism explanation
of Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) results. Laakso and
Calvo (2011) replicated a subset of Endress and Bon-
atti’s (2007) simulations, where they made the prob-
lematic assumptions identified by Endress and Bonatti
(2007) but studied a slightly different network, with
more hidden units and a different activation function.

As expected, Laakso and Calvo (2011) mostly repli-
cated Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) simulations. How-
ever, the authors drew markedly different conclu-
sions, interpreting their results as supporting a single-
mechanism theory of language acquisition. However, as
we will show below, this conclusion relies on selectively
ignoring simulation results, and ignoring many empirical
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phenomena that would contract this account.

Discrepancies between the experiments modeled and
the empirical data. Laakso and Calvo’s (2011) crucial
argument relies on the claim that, with segmented fa-
miliarizations, the network prefers class-words to part-
words after few training cycles, and part-words to class-
words after more familiarization cycles. However, as
is clear from their Figure 4, and as Endress and Bon-
atti (2007) already observed (p. 283), the network re-
verses the preference only against part-words with the
structure CiA jX, while the network prefers class-words
to part-words with the structure XCiA j after all num-
bers of training cycles. In contrast, with human data,
Endress and Bonatti (2007) did not find such an asym-
metry between part-word types.

Endress and Bonatti (2007) already commented that
the reason for the asymmetry in how the network per-
formed on the two part-word types “lies in a quirk of
the representation induced by the familiarization onto
the network that does not seem to affect participants.
When silences are represented as extra-symbols during
familiarization, the network learns that a silence follows
a ‘C’ syllable with certainty. During the test phase, be-
cause the second syllables of part-words of type [XCiA j]
are precisely ‘C’ syllables, the network will systemat-
ically predict an incorrect syllable, unless the silences
are also included in the part-words” (p. 283).5

Not only does the model makes incorrect prediction
about the dynamics of when some items should be pre-
ferred to others, but it also wrongly predicts the strength
of such preferences. For example, in Study 1, where
the network was familiarized with a segmented stream,
the model predicts that, after short familiarization du-
rations, the preference for class-words over part-words
should be much stronger than the preference for words
over rule-words. As shown in Figure 1, using the values
from Laakso and Calvo’s (2011) Table B1, one obtains
an effect size (Cohen’s d) of 8.93 for the class-word vs.
part-word discrimination, and of 1.18 for the word vs.
rule-word discrimination. Human data show exactly the
opposite pattern: the class-word vs. part-word discrimi-
nation yielded effect sizes of .64 in Endress and Bonatti’s
(2007) Experiments 3, while the word vs. rule-word dis-
crimination yielded an effect size of 1.59 in Endress and
Bonatti’s (2007) Experiment 8. 6

The network also makes a prediction that seems to
contradict well-established principles of psychology. In
Laakso and Calvo’s (2011) Study 1, the preference for
words over part-words follows an inverted U-shaped pat-
tern when considering means, and shows decreasing per-
formance when considering effect sizes corresponding to
the discrimination (see Figure 2). This, however, con-
tradicts basic findings in the psychology of memory. To
see why this is the case, consider Endress and Mehler’s
(2009a) experiments, where words were presented in iso-
lation, separated by silences of 1 s. Hence, the stream
consisted of a clearly distinguishable sequence of words.

Further, the subsequent two-alternative forced-choice
task just amounts to a memory test for words.

Given that Laakso and Calvo (2011) propose, and we
agree, that the 1-s separation is computationally equiv-
alent to the 25-ms silences used by Endress and Bon-
atti (2007), their model predicts that memory for words
should be worse when words are presented more often.
However, Ebbinghaus (1885/1913), and many authors
after him, have shown that presenting items more often
helps memory performance and does not hurt it. That
said, participants might not only learn the words them-
selves but also subsequences of the words (e.g., syllable
pairs). As such, they might also become more familiar
with part-words as items are presented more often (un-
less they learn to reject part-words because they strad-
dle word-boundaries, in line with Shukla et al.’s (2007)
results). However, it is quite implausible that it would
become increasingly hard to discriminate between actual
words and words that combine syllables from different
memory items that do not respect their onsets and off-
sets. Given that Laakso and Calvo’s (2011) model con-
tradicts one of the best-established facts of experimental
psychology, it seems plausible to conclude that their rep-
resentational scheme has little relation with the actual
human processing system.

Can the model be extended to account for other ev-
idence?. As reviewed above, several lines of evidence
following Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) work have pro-
vided further support for the MOM hypothesis. Unfor-
tunately, the existing single-mechanism model does not
consider them. More importantly, it is unclear how any
of its extensions could account for them. The model
(1) does not explain why a single mechanism some-
times breaks down in word-internal positions and some-
times does not (Endress & Mehler, 2009a); a multiple

5 Laakso and Calvo (2011) tried to explain away the ap-
parent discrepancy between the data and their central result
arguing that, after all, Endress and Bonatti’s (2007) data
were not so compelling because they lacked adequate sta-
tistical power, arguing that “a sufficiently powerful test of
the hypothesis that participants [would] respond differently
to part words of different types [was] therefore needed (p.
18).” On a general level, this criticism is certainly possible,
just as it is possible that any statistically significant result is
obtained by chance (albeit with low probability). However,
Laakso and Calvo (2011) did not provide any evidence to
support this ad-hoc argument, not even a power analysis to
evaluate the hypothesis that the relevant experiments lack
statistical power, nor do they show that the test they pro-
posed addresses the alleged problem of statistical power in
any way. Their claim thus appears unsupported.

6 In Experiment 10, Endress and Bonatti (2007) used dif-
ferent stimuli than in Experiments 3 and 8; the resulting
class-word vs. part-word discrimination yielded an effect size
of 1.24, and thus does not show the marked advantage for
the class-word vs. part-word discrimination shown by Laakso
and Calvo’s (2011) network.
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a b

Figure 1. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for the class-word vs. part-word discrimination (dark bars) and the word vs. rule-word
discrimination with segmented 2-min streams in (a) humans and (b) networks. (a) In humans, the word vs. rule-word
discrimination is numerically easier than the class-words vs. part-word discrimination. Note that Endress & Bonatti (2007)
used a different stimulus materials in Experiment 10 than in Experiments 3 and 8. (b) After the number of training cycles
Laakso & Calvo (2011) propose to correspond to a 2-min familiarization, the network performance on the class-word vs.
part-word discrimination is much better than on the word vs. rule-word discrimination, showing the opposite pattern from
humans.

mechanism model provides a natural account for such
a dissociation, because one of the mechanisms might
be operating in word-internal positions while the other
one might not. Further, it does not explain (2) why
one of the mechanisms appears to be sensitive to tem-
poral order while the other one is not; (3) why one
mechanism seems to provide viewpoint-invariant repre-
sentations of sequences of actions, while the other one
does not (Endress & Wood, 2011); (4) why one mech-
anisms appears to have different neural correlates from
the other (de Diego Balaguer et al., 2007; de Diego-
Balaguer et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2008); and (5) why
the mechanisms differ in how the information they ex-
tract can be recognized across modalities (Shukla et al.,
2007). In the absence of a model that accounts for these
dissociations, we believe that the most straightforward
conclusions is that the underlying mechanisms are in-
deed distinct.

In addition to these newer lines of evidence, other
data already presented by Peña et al. (2002), Endress
and Bonatti (2007) and Endress and Mehler (2009a)
seem to contradict the single-mechanism model.

For example, Peña et al. (2002) (Footnote 27) re-
ported the following experiment. They familiarized par-
ticipants with a segmented 10 min stream. Following

this, they asked participants to choose between rule-
words and part-words including 25 ms silences between
the C and the A syllable; that is, these part-words had
the structure XCi#A j, where # stands for a 25 ms silence.
Results showed that, just as in Peña et al.’s (2002) Ex-
periment 3 where part-words did not contain silences,
participants preferred rule-words to part-words. These
results directly contradict the single-mechanism model.
Given that that it is trained to predict syllables from
silences, it would necessarily predict a stronger prefer-
ence for part-words when these contain silences, sim-
ply because silence-containing part-words reflect exactly
the statistical structure of the part-words in the speech
stream.

Endress and Mehler (2009a) also provided problem-
atic evidence for the model. As mentioned above,
Endress and Mehler (2009a) used penta-syllabic words
(as opposed to the trisyllabic items used by Endress &
Bonatti, 2007). They showed that the positional gen-
eralizations can be performed when the critical sylla-
bles are in the first and the last position of words, but
not when they are in the second and the fourth posi-
tion: When familiarized with a segmented stream, par-
ticipants preferred class-words to part-words, but only
when the critical syllables were in the first and the last
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Figure 2. Difference in predictions for the last syllable of words and part-words, respectively, after (a) a familiarization with
a segmented stream and (b) a familiarization with a continuous stream. The solid line shows the average difference between
the cosinus values between the predicted network output and the target “syllables.” The dashed line shows the corresponding
effect sizes (Cohen’s d). Laakso & Calvo (2011) simulations show that it should be harder to recognize words when they are
encountered more often.

position, and not when the critical syllables were word-
internal. In contrast, when familiarized with a contin-
uous stream, participants preferred part-words to class-
words, with no difference due to the location of the crit-
ical syllables.

It is difficult to see how the model can be extended
to account for such results. Laakso and Calvo (2011)
claim that they “can easily be accommodated within
the general framework herewith advocated” (p. 30).
However, if, as Laakso and Calvo (2011) assume, the
generalizations are computed by associations between a
single boundary marker (e.g., a symbol for the silences)
and items in the critical positions within words, general-
izations in the fourth position should be easier to track
than in the last position, simply because the fourth po-
sition is closer the marker of the onset, and because it
is well known that associations between closer items are
easier to track than associations between more distant
items (Ebbinghaus, 1885/1913). The single-mechanism
model seems to suggest the contrary.

We verified this intuition by running simulations with
an SRN, using 450 parameter sets. For each parameter
set, we simulated an experiment with 20 participants.7

To reproduce the edge advantage for the generaliza-
tions, the network needs to exhibit (i) a significant pref-
erence for class-words to part-words in the edge condi-
tion; (ii) a (significant or non-significant) preference for

part-words to class-words in the middle condition; and
(iii) a significant difference (i.e., interaction) between
the preference for class-words over part-words and the
edge vs. middle manipulation. At least in the param-
eter set explored, there was not a single simulated ex-
periment fulfilling the conditions. In fact, there was not
a single simulation where class-words were preferred to
part-words in the edge condition.

Further, in most simulations, the preference for class-
words was at least numerically stronger in the middle
condition than in the edge condition (see Figure 3).8

Hence, an SRN does not easily account for Endress and

7 We used the same network architecture as Endress and
Bonatti (2007), except that, following Laakso and Calvo
(2011), we used 54 hidden units and set the momentum to
0. We varied learning rates between 10−5 and .9 in 15 steps,
and learning cycles between 10 and 300.

8 Like Endress and Bonatti (2007) and Laakso and Calvo
(2011), we exposed the network to a segmented stream, and
then tested the network’s preferences by recording its output
for the target syllable of the test items, using the cosine sim-
ilarity measure. However, in the middle condition, there are
two ways to define the target syllable. Given that the criti-
cal syllables for the generalizations are in the second and the
fourth position in the middle condition, the most appropriate
choice for the target syllable is arguably the fourth syllable.
Alternatively, one might also choose the last syllable. For
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Figure 3. We simulated experiments by recording the results of 20 simulations with different network initializations, repre-
senting 20 participants. One experiment was simulated for each set of network parameters. The networks did not reproduce
the preference for class-words over part-words in the edge condition for any set of network parameters. However, for com-
pleteness, we report more detailed results. (A) Proportion of simulated experiments where the preference for class-words over
part-words is (significantly or numerically) stronger in the edge condition or the middle condition, depending on whether, in
the middle condition, the fourth or the fifth syllable is considered as the target syllable. For most simulated experiments, the
preference for class-words is stronger in the middle condition than in the edge condition (i.e., the preference for part-words
is weaker), suggesting that the network does not intrinsically account for Endress & Mehler’s (2009a) data. (B) F-values
associated with the interaction between the preference for class-words over part-words and the edge vs. middle condition
when the fourth syllable is considered the target syllable. When the preference for class-words was stronger in the middle
condition, the F-values were multiplied by -1. (C) F-values associated with the aforementioned interaction when the fifth
syllable is considered the target syllable.

Mehler’s (2009a) results: the network fails to reproduce
the basic psychological phenomenon that events in edges
of sequences are easier to process than edge in sequence-
middles.9

In sum, over and above the novel experiments that
further supported the MOM hypothesis, Endress and
Bonatti’s (2007) work already provided evidence which
seems to be incompatible with Laakso and Calvo’s
(2011) single-mechanism network. Of course, the model
accounts for some aspects of the data. However, partial
simulations of partial data are neither interesting nor
useful per se, unless they are used to build more com-
prehensive models that do actually account for the data.
It is certainly possible to construct a model that ac-
counts for some aspects of the data, and another model
that accounts for another aspect. But the question is
whether there is a more general model that accounts for
the general pattern of empirical data, and we see no easy
way (assuming any exists) in which this can be done for
the single-mechanism model we analyzed. Because this
is the only existing model sufficiently detailed to allow
critical investigation, we believe that theoretical conclu-
sions against the existence of multiple mechanisms in
language acquisition are at best premature.

Mechanisms for the MOM
hypothesis

We have argued that a considerable amount of psy-
chological evidence suggests that several mechanisms are
at the root of the performance in Endress and Bonatti’s
(2007) experiments, and, we surmise, in language acqui-
sition in general. However, what might the underlying
psychological mechanisms be? We will now outline a
possible psychological model of these data, based on two
well known memory mechanisms. Although tentative,
our account provides a better theory than extant single
mechanism accounts, in that it provides a natural expla-
nation of most of the experiments reviewed above (and is
at least compatible with the rest), is more parsimonious
and grounded in basic aspects of memory processing.

completeness, we represent both possibilities in Figure 3
9 While participants in Endress and Mehler’s (2009a) ex-

periments were not directly tested on their retention of class-
words but rather had to choose between class-words and
part-words, the statistical structure of the part-words as well
as Endress and Mehler’s (2009a) Experiment 2 suggest that
there is no intrinsic preference for part-words depending on
whether the crucial syllables are at the edges of words or
word-internal. As a result, the preferential learning of the
positional generalization when the critical syllables are in
word-edges reflects better learning of sequential positions at
word-edges.
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Importantly, we will also suggest that this model may
provide one of the rare cases where basic psychological
processes can be linked to important phenomena in real
languages.

Mechanisms for generalizations

There are two basic facts that any model of the afore-
mentioned data needs to explain. First, Peña et al.
(2002) and Endress and Mehler (2009a) showed that
participants can identify words in a speech stream by
tracking TPs among adjacent and non-adjacent sylla-
bles. Second, once segmentation markers such as short
silences are inserted between words, participants also be-
come sensitive to rule-like generalizations within words,
and track the syllables that occur word-initial and word-
finally.

As it happens, the serial memory literature has re-
vealed different kinds of memory encodings for sequences
that seem to fit these facts, known as chaining memory
and ordinal memory (we will refer to the latter type
of memory as “positional” memory for consistency with
Endress and Mehler’s (2009a) terminology). Specifi-
cally, a sequence like ABCD might be encoded in two
different ways (see e.g. Henson, 1998, for a review).
First, people might encode it in terms of the actual
transition between elements (e.g., A → B → C → D),
a coding scheme that is, at its root, a deterministic
version of TPs. Second, people might encode it struc-
turally, by reference to the positions of the sequence
items, relative to the first and the last position (e.g.,
Conrad, 1960; Henson, 1998, 1999; Hicks, Hakes, &
Young, 1966; Ng & Maybery, 2002; Schulz, 1955). They
might know that A came first, D came last, and B and
C occurred at some distance from the first and the last
position. Endress and Bonatti (2007) and Endress and
Mehler (2009a) suggested that two mechanisms involved
in word learning and rule-like generalizations might be
probabilistic versions of chaining memory and positional
memory. This account differs only in one aspect from
the aforementioned memory models: while it is gener-
ally assumed in the serial memory literature that partic-
ipants have access to either one mechanisms or the other
(see e.g. Henson, 1998, for a review), Endress and Bon-
atti (2007) and Endress and Mehler (2009a) suggested
that participants might use both mechanisms simulta-
neously.

We suggest that participants’ sensitivity to TPs
might be due a mechanism akin to chaining memory.
In contrast, the rule-like generalizations might rely on a
mechanism akin to positional memory, and this mech-
anism might require segmentation cues to track struc-
tural aspects of the items, such as the first and the last
syllables in words. We now show how this simple ex-
planation offers a natural account of the most crucial
available data.

Explaining the available data

First, the hypothesis clarifies the role of the segmenta-
tion cues in the experiments we reviewed. Segmentation
cues provide cues to edges of constituents, so that po-
sitional representations can be constructed. These rep-
resentations, in turn, might allow participants to com-
pute the generalizations. Importantly, and as discussed
in more detail above, claiming that segmentation cues
simply increase the saliency of some syllables is not suf-
ficient to account for the generalizations. If it were,
then combinations of edge syllables that straddle word
boundaries (as in part-words) should be as good as syl-
lables that occur in their correct — edge — position.
Rather, as has long been proposed in linguistics (e.g.,
McCarthy & Prince, 1993; Nespor & Vogel, 1986), con-
stituents have to be aligned with edges, and the posi-
tional memory mechanism provides a reason why this is
so.

Second, it explains the negative correlation of the
preference for the generalization items and the famil-
iarization duration. According to this account, partici-
pants should be familiar with the positional generaliza-
tions early on, simply because edges, providing reference
points for encoding positions, are salient elements of
words. As a result, edge-based generalizations should be
computed relatively quickly, which is just what the data
suggest. In contrast, the alternative, TP-based choice
can become familiar only by tracking the syllable distri-
bution in the speech streams. Because such a distribu-
tional analysis presumably takes time, a natural predic-
tion is that the familiarity with TPs should strengthen
over time. As a result of these two computations, the
preference for the generalizations should decrease with
exposure. Our data show that it does.

Third, it explains why only statistical information,
but not generalizations, can be tracked in backward
items. While participants can track backward TPs
(Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009; Perruchet & Desaulty,
2008; Turk-Browne & Scholl, 2009), potentially because
TPs are not directional, generalization items should not
be recognized after temporal reversal. Indeed, because
reversing such items switches the first and the last po-
sition, the reversed items do not have “correct” initial
and final movements, and participants have no reason
to choose them.

Fourth, it offers a account of why participants reject
statistically well-formed items that straddle prosodic
boundaries when tested in the auditory modality, but
why they accept such items when tested in the written
modality (Shukla et al., 2007). Prosodic contour bound-
aries give edge-cues of the kind required for a positional
memory encoding. This, in turn, might allow partici-
pants to reject items that do not have their syllables in
the correct positions, because, as Shukla et al. (2007)
argues, these words are not aligned with the edges. In
contrast, as proposed by Shukla et al. (2007), “episodic
information” (that we identify with the prosodic edge
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information) cannot be accessed from written material,
resulting in the dissociation between the visual and the
auditory test modality.

Fifth, the hypothesis is consistent with Endress and
Wood’s (2011) finding that, in the visual modality, the
generalizations tolerate a spatial rotation of the stimuli,
while the statistical computations do not. Such results
are hard to reconcile with a single-mechanism model for
both generalizations and statistics; in a dual-mechanism
model, in contrast, one of these mechanisms might well
be more tolerant to spatial rotations than the other.

Last, but not least, it is consistent with the finding
that rules and words are represented differently in the
brain and have a different developmental course. This is
exactly what one would expect if the mechanisms were
different and dissociable.

It should be noted that not all of the above results
could have been predicted on a priori grounds from the
hypothesis that the generalizations exploit a positional
memory mechanism that is distinct from the statistical
mechanisms tracking TPs. However, in contrast to the
alternative theories reviewed above, this account is at
least consistent with these data.

Positional memories, co-occurrence statistics,
and real languages

Endress and Bonatti (2007) and Endress and Mehler
(2009a) proposed that two mechanisms can be observed
when humans analyze fluent speech. When cues to word
boundaries are given, participants can track the sylla-
bles that occur at the edges of words, and can use this
information to compute grammar-like generalizations.
In contrast, irrespective of the presence of segmenta-
tion cues, participants compute TPs among (adjacent or
non-adjacent) syllables. We have shown that this simple
explanation has led to a series of predictions that have
been tested experimentally.

It turns out that these mechanisms do not only pro-
vide natural accounts of numerous artificial language
learning studies, but might also yield a psychological ex-
planation for several crucial aspects of languages. That
said, we certainly do not propose that language can be
explained just based on memory mechanisms, or that
the two mechanisms explored here are sufficient to ex-
plain all artificial language learning studies. Rather,
we suggest that the two memory mechanisms discussed
here have been recruited by language for linguistic pur-
poses, but that other aspects of language rely on differ-
ent mechanisms (see Endress, Cahill, Block, Watumull,
& Hauser, 2009; Endress, Nespor, & Mehler, 2009, for
discussion). Still, these two mechanisms allow us to link
specific linguistic regularities to their underlying psy-
chological mechanisms, and give us insight into their
evolution.

Specifically, it is possible that words and, in fact,
other constituents in natural languages are encoded by
means of the positional memory mechanisms described

above: that is, it is possible that the positions of the
units within words (e.g., syllables) is also encoded rel-
ative to their edges. This hypothesis is supported by
artificial language learning studies (Endress & Mehler,
2009b; Endress & Langus, under revieww; but see
Perruchet & Poulin-Charronnat, 2012) and by the types
of errors brain-damaged patients make with written
words (Fischer-Baum, McCloskey, & Rapp, 2010). The
same hypothesis has been used to develop some formal
treatments of various language phenomena (McCarthy
& Prince, 1993).

To give a simple example, among the languages of
the world that have fixed stress, all assign stress rela-
tive to word-edges (e.g., Goedemans & van der Hulst,
2008a; Hayes, 1995). That is, not all languages have
word-initial or word-final stress (e.g., Italian has mostly
penultimate stress), but stress is located either in the
first three or in the last three positions, and the posi-
tions are counted from the edges. Even in languages
where the stress location is not fixed but depends on
other phonological and morphological factors, the stress
location is often determined relative to the first and the
last position (Goedemans & van der Hulst, 2008b). This
cross-linguistic regularity directly follows from the hy-
pothesis that words are encoded using a positional mem-
ory mechanism: given that speakers need to determine
the position of the stressed syllable, they do so in posi-
tions that can be tracked easily, and these are the posi-
tions close to the first and the last syllable. In contrast,
such results are hard to explain by a TP-like mechanism,
simply because such mechanisms do not have a notion
of edges.

The location of affixes provides another example of
the importance of edges in language. Across languages,
prefixes and suffixes are much more frequent than infixes
(Greenberg, 1957). If the representation of words use a
positional memory mechanism as described above, one
would expect affixes to be added in positions learners
can better track, such as edges. By a similar account,
one can imagine psychological accounts for other promi-
nent linguistic phenomena, both phonological and, mor-
phological. It is also possible to explain how different
linguistic hierarchies are coordinated (Nespor & Vogel,
1986; McCarthy & Prince, 1993; see Endress, Nespor,
& Mehler, 2009, for a review). For example, the mor-
phosyntactic and phonological hierarchies do not always
match (e.g., morphemes are not always syllables, as the
English plural [s]). However, at least one of the edges
of the constituents of these hierarchies always match; in
the case of the plural [s], for instance, the right edge of
the morpheme always coincides with the right edge of a
syllable.

In sum, positional and chaining memory are one ba-
sis to explain participants’ abilities in acquiring artifi-
cial languages reviewed above. They can also provide a
natural account for most available empirical data. Fi-
nally, they might also have important ramifications for
how real languages are represented and processed. In
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contrast, not only do the alternative, single mechanism
theories fail to provide an account for the majority of
these findings, but it is also totally unclear how it would
relate to real phenomena in real languages.

Conclusions

In this paper, we reviewed evidence for the existence
specialized learning mechanisms from artificial language
learning, focusing particularly on the experiments fol-
lowing Peña et al. (2002) and Endress and Bonatti
(2007). We have evaluated two prominent hypothe-
ses — one more theoretical, and the other computa-
tional — assuming that one single, all-purpose statis-
tical mechanism can explain language acquisition. We
have shown that these hypotheses fail to account for
most of the available evidence. In contrast, a multiple-
mechanism account, which just assumes two well-known
and independently motivated memory mechanisms, can
explain most results reported in that literature. Fur-
ther, it seems that the same mechanisms might play an
important role in the learning and representation of real
languages.

We do not claim that there might not be a single
mechanism theory of a different kind that might account
for the data. Nor do we claim that all or even most
linguistic phenomena can be explained based on our hy-
pothesis. Rather, we view the two mechanisms discussed
here as just two elements of a much larger cognitive
toolbox comprising a multitude of mechanisms, each of
which being important to some linguistic phenomena
and irrelevant to others. We surmise that learners can
deal with the complexities of real language acquisition
only by using the appropriate tools of their rich and
powerful computational toolbox.
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